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About This Game

Overview:

Shopping Tycoon is a game in which your main objective is to design, build and manage a big shopping mall. Become a
successful entrepreneur by satisfying your customers’ needs as you have fun constructing your own business.
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Manage your mall:

Unlock the best brands of clothing, jewelry, technology and much more. Meet the needs of your customers with toilets,
restaurants and other services. Manage and expand the transport (bus, metro and taxis) so that more people come to buy your

products. Equip your building with fire prevention systems and avoid little disasters. Manage the temperature, lighting,
decoration and security systems of your building. Hire and manage the best staff and make your customers happy! Get celebs

visiting your mall. Upgrade it to satisfy trademark investors and building inspectors.

Features:

●Design, create and manage your shopping mall.
●Clothing, footwear, jewelry, technology, sports, pets, restaurants and much more.
●Unlock exclusive products from the best brands and display them on your shelves.

●Other players will be able to visit your mall.
●Celebrity guest stars.
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●Transportation management.
●Equip your building with fire prevention systems.
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Title: Shopping Tycoon
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
DreamsSoftGames
Publisher:
DreamsSoftGames
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium IV

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 7 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 7.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: 16 bits

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Greek,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Japanese,Czech,Turkish
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Abrix the robot is one of most interesting puzzle games I have been playing lately. Maybe the graphics looks too simple, music
have just few tracks (but fits greatly for this genre!), you NEED to complete levels you unlocked to be able to proceed and the
controls might be confusing at first, but everything worked great together and I had really good time beating all of the levels.
Also, there is a Steam Workshop option, so you can download user-made levels or make one yourself. Too bad there aren't
many people who decided to make something. Anyway, the price might be little bit too high, but it should be fine on any kind of
sale. If you are looking for quite original, filled with a little bit of nostalgia, puzzle game - yes, Abrix the robot is great choice.
This game really reminded me of some puzzle games when freeware/shareware was really popular. It was a well spend time (and
money).. Most realistic Tactical game play ever done for WW2, for anyone famaliar with these battles you'll find yourself
completely astounded by the detail in this game.. Oh boy , where should i start from?
First of all - there are no other settings beside Music and FX volume and FX volume is turned off by default. The menu music is
mainly consisted in 2 house-ish tracks, obviously cut-off of a random set with bad quality. I don't even want to talk about the
controlls and the overal in-game experience!

Would not recommend!
1.5/10. please make a new better game thats free for those that have purchased this monstrosety of a rip off.. I LOVE IT!

Buy this game immediately if you are a fan of shoot em ups! I had only saw a couple screenshots and a small trailer video, and
thought I had to wait for it on switch, to my surprise I found it here on steam for 1.19$!
Even without the sale it's only 4$ Talk about bang for your buck!
The graphics are really nice, with excellent color and I never felt confused by all the action and was able to clearly see where
enemy bullets were going.
The bosses are fun and the stages are challenging! Gotta check out Arcade Extreme once you finish the game!
Seriously, if you're low on cash but want a new game to play, definitely check out Q-YO BLASTER!!. Pretty good and
relatively fun time killer. I didn't encounter any glitches and it doesn't take up much space at all.

8/10

Considering its free, I suggest you give it try and you might just have some fun :3. I love this game and I definitly recomend it!.
While Clockwork Man has an interesting premise and pretty visuals, it's far too short to recommend it. My play time is inflated
from accidentally leaving the game running and spending some time on the unlimited HOG mode. Maybe if you really love
hidden object games and get it on sale with the other Clockwork Man game, I could say "go for it", but don't expect much out of
it. The scrolling/zooming function isn't really as big of a deal as one would hope, and the story is not particularly good (although
it's hilarious how everywhere Miranda goes, people ask her to clean up a big mess) and it ends on a cliffhanger that isn't
resolved in the sequel!

And why are all the men in this game so fat???
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you cant actually use this in the game proper, only in "races"

edit: turns out you can also use it in free roam after finishing the game and taking out all enemies designed to be countered by
the batmobile. Had a lot of fun with this game!. Very addictive game.. If you're one of those gamers who like a real challenge,
give this game a try.

Pros:
Gamepad works ingame (DS4Windows + Bluetooth + Steam)
Difficulty!
Great visual style.

What I'd like to see in the future:
In-game leaderboards.
Control remapping and gamepad support for menus.
More levels. Currently every level can be completed within an hour or two :)

I tested this game with Core 2 Duo E4400 OC 3.4GHz, 4GB RAM and Radeon 7850 2GB. Windows 7. No problems at all..
System being used:
i9-7900X, 1080 and 32 GB RAM

Premise: You're basically in a hovertank trying to get to an end-objective of an "AI NODE" that's located across a hex-map.
Each hex has random encounters in it along with the possibility of supply stations (where you can change your loadout for
unlocked weapons), a Nemesis tank (spawns after a certain amount of time) and various game-mode type situations.

Pros:
The movement is smooth as silk, firing feels solid and each weapon feels different and useful in some way. The upgrading in the
tank itself isn't really explained, but it's just a matter of buying tokens that can be spent and re-spent before each engagement to
help you meet the various challenges.

The customization is pretty nice. There are several skins to choose from both inside the tank and outside (only really useful if
you're going to do online play) as well as several spaces for bobble-head dolls inside the cockpit.
The read-outs are easy to read, damage is easy to see on your holographic map as far as which direction it came from, enemies
are highlighted and usually easy to find.

Cons:
You HAVE to use a gamepad. Which, I find ridiculous and had to go buy a stupid console controller for my PC... Even though
it says "keyboard and mouse" it won't work. It won't TELL you that, but after about 10 minutes of it trying to load and reload,
you'll get the point.
The initial loading time is horrendous... It takes no less than 5 minutes to get the game to start in VR while you sit there
wondering what's going on since there's no progress indicator, no splash screen or anything.
Very little of the game is actually explained, much less the workings of the tank itself. Your tutorial consists of "shoot here",
now blow these guys up. Upgrading mechanics aren't covered, nor are weapon systems, blueprints, etc. At least not in any
memorable way. Having a voice drone on while you're trying to blow things up for the first time in a new game isn't exactly
going to stick with anyone.

Overall I'd give this a thumbs-up, even though there doesn't seem to be much in the way of progressive play beyond unlocking
more tanks (most of which have specific roles in online-multiplayer games) and weapons that are basically just better versions
of the ones you already have, but the selection is still random when you get to a supply drop. So, even if you've unlocked wire-
guided missiles mark 10, you may get a mark 2 version as a selection.
. RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS is a fun and engaging multiplayer experiance, if you have $5 I would recommend buying 5
copies of this game and sending them to your friends for a fun afternoon. Good game.
Sleek controls, and I like the customizable skills tree. Unlocking new skills improves your mobility capabilities a lot which
makes completing the harder levels quite satisfying.
Recommended if you like runner\/twitch games.
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